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CHAPTER I
INTBOOUCTION
Many atteispts have been mad© by educators to propose purposes
which education should have to a democratic society*

As the results

there appears to have developed two major premises supporting edu
cational progress* One proposes to provide that subject ratter, which,
if learned, trill provide the basis for thought and the solution of
problems as adults®

ifee

other, is designed to consider all areas of

devetopasnt and assist the child to the development of those skills
necessary for day to day living to a modern democratic society®
Each group, therefore, recommends that those procedures be followed which, is believed will contribute most to the best development®
It is with this problem, an examination of the Pro's and Con's of such
suggested procedures that this paper is concerned®
Statement of the Problem*

It is the purpose of this paper to

review the arguments and supporting evidence to regard to whether home
work should be recommended as a desirable part of elementary school woxkj
and, with the consideration of Individual differences and the effects
which homework mi^it have on the overall development of the child, re
commend procedures which might be fbllowed in this regard.
Importance of the Study. It is possible to assume that many tech
niques are to need of utilisation if teachers are to provide for to©
ultimate development of all of America's children. It is, also assumed
that, without question, every possible technique should be evaluated

2

which aliows promise of providing desirable experiences for elementary
school children®

It is also of equal importance that, upon careful

examination those procedures be excluded whIch ©ppesr to be detrimental
to the development of the child.
This paper assumes importance as it attempts to evaluate the
practice of requiring homework for elementary school children, and
makes definite recommendations regarding the procedures which should
be followed la this regard.
Scope of the Study,

The critical analysis of the problem of home*

•work, as contained in this paper, is concerned with the probable results
attendant to its use at the elementary school level.
Scoarce of Data. Hie data treated in this paper represents the
literature in the field, as contained In books and journals found in the
¥• R© Banks Library, Prairie View A & M College} personal interviews with
six elementary teachers, of the Prairie View Training School} and the re*
suits of a survey mad© of the homework policies of a group of in-service
teachers, at Prairie View A & M College during the summer, 1959.
DEFINITIONS OP TERMS USED
Growth,

Is concerned with changes in size, complexity, and pro*

portion, and with such qualitative changes as those which occur in muscle,
bone, hair and pigmentation.
Development, Is given the narrower meaning of change in complexity
or unfolding design.

3
Maturity. Refers to a child's total state of readiness for an
activity under discussion.
Homework. Is aiy assignment for study or preparation outside Hus
classroom.
RELATED LITERATURE
Surveys of present homework practice report wide variations.
The rang© is from no homework even for older students to an excessive
amount even for young children.
Ruth Strang, in her article "Guided Study and Homework" had this
to say. 1
According to modern theories of learning, the pupil
should want something, perceive something, do some
thing, and get satisfaction from the learning ex
perience. All of these elements are usually present
in effective study methods.
Strang states further that some evidence of tins effect of home
work scholarship has been reported by schools that have reduced or abol
ished homework and Him observed the resuit3. In some secondary schools
where homework had been abolished or limited, Hie sum total of achievomsnt did not seem to have been affooted.

2

Strang came to Hi® conclusion that any decision regarding homework
should tola into account many factors — home conditions, the amount of
homework given, its relation to the time for study at school, and the
Ruth Strang, "Guided Study and Homework," National Education
Association Journal, October, 1955* p. 399*

h
stimulating quality of the curriculum which may lead to study activity at
3
. , •• •
hone*
Administrators, teachers and parents are all interested in the prob
lem of ha.ieworlc for children. Widely divergent views are told

hy educators

on the subject of homework, as to whether or not homework should be given;
and if so, how much?
•

Jack H. Lipsy was interested in the extent to which homework should
be given, and how much? When to

made a study "How Ifach Homework?" Lipsy

found that some school homework is needed.

As parents and teachers one

must be realistic. More homework will be demanded of the child as he
'•

•»

advances through school. A pattern of homestudy must be gradually de
veloped as the child advances through school, and the amount of homework
assigned must gradually increase from grade to grade,
Lipay points out that school homework should be of both an assignIt
ed and voluntary nature.
By assigned homework is meant giving the child
a definite task to do. Voluntary homework permits the child to do as little
or as much as he chooses.
5
Lipsy further states that in the Public Schools in Wood town, Hew
Jersey, An Administrative Advisory Comuittee came to the conclusion, after
research, that the following plan represented the best answer, for the dis
trict concerning "how much homework should be given" t
Grades kindergarten to fours

HO assigned homework

3 Ibid., p. iiOO.
Jack H. Lipsy, "How Much Homework," School Executive# October#
1955, p. 5U.
—f
v

* Ibid., p. 55.

0
except by special arrangement between parents
and teachers. Teachers will make sure that this
homework will be of a practice type only, In
order to avoid conflict between horns and 3Chool
methods*
Grades Five and Six* Not more than one-half
hour of assii^sod homework. Children will be
encouraged in addition to this to do voluntary
homework*
Grades Seven and Eight* Between forty-five
minutes and one hour of assigned homework plus
voluntary activities*
Grade IJine* Hot more than one and one-half hours
of assigned homestudy. Voluntary activities are
to be encouraged*
6
Lipsy concluded that school homework should be related to the
school's aims and its philosophy of education.
William E. Anderson in his experiment "An Attempt through the
Use of Experimental Techniques to Determine The Effect of Home Assign
ment Upon Scholastic Success" agreed somewhat similar to Ruth Strang*
The purpose of Anderson's experiment was to determine the effect
of pupil preparation of assignments at home upon scholastic success in
their junior high-school subjects*
Anderson

7

preceded by using two sections of an eight grade class,

each containing twenty-nine pi^ils* The fifty-eight pupils were adminis
tered the Otis Self-Adninistering Tests of Mental Ability, Intermediate
Form A. The medians for each group were 98.12£~ 7#2£„ Both groups of
pupils had the same teachers in three subjects used* English, social
studies, and mathematics* These subjects were chosen because they lent
6

7

P* 56.

„ , . "iliiam E. Anderson, "An Attest Through The Use of Experimon
Techniques to Determine the Effect of Home Assignments Upon Scholastic
Success," Journal of Education .Research, 4O1 liO.-i£, 19U6-itf*

themselves to homework techniques more readily than others in which these
pupils were ajxrolled. Materials used in each course for both sections was
organized in units, teaching techniques followed the same pattern* and at
the end of each unit a teacher-made objective tost was administered to both
groups.
'K

A break down of the scores on the unit tests revealed that the pur
•V'

pils in the horaestudy group maintained proportionately the same level of
achievement in English, mathematics, and social studies, respectively.
Teacher comments indicated that these pupils had a better sense of direcA

tion when they came to class and exhibited the ability to work with much
less teacher direction than the non-hornestudy group. The non-homestudy
t

group had varying levels of achievement in the three subjects, tending
in a few instances to be very high and in others very low.
Anderson listed the following conclusions as justifiable on the
basis of his experiment.

8

1. Homework properly assigned and evaluated so far
as it relates to the pupils in this experiment
is an aid in improving scholarship.
2. Homework is equally valuable to pupils of average
intelligence in English, social studies audi mathe
matics.
3. On the basis of this study, he found that non-horaestudy pupils are sporadic in their achievements.
he

the brighter pupils in the non-homestudy groups
as a whole did not gain as much proportionally
as those in the homestudy group.

$»

The average and dull pupils of the non-homestudy
groups were less successful than those in the
hoiaestudy group.

7
Ruth Korey ^ in bar article "Bow About Homework" said that ther®
are a few circumstances In which homework may be necessary or even desir*
able, and that voluntary homework activities are very good} she gave these
examples of voluntary homework activitiesi

when a child borrows a book

from the library and carries it home to readj and When a child who, on
Ms own initiative, repeats at home a science demonstration which he
enjoyed in class, in a sense they are doing homework.
Korey, also In her article states these questional

10

1* How about the aLow child who dislikes school
and has failed to learn under the guidance
of a trained teacher? Will he advance faster
with an extra hour*s work at boa© under the
direction of an overanxious parent?
2* Does the specially bright child, whose work is
so rapid that he requires extra assignments to
keep him content in class, require additional
homestudy?
Korey further states that, ^ instead of making homework assign
ment, it is better for the child to hav© an hour or two of play after
school in the sun and fresh air, sine© he has been in the classroom item
five to six hoursj that the child needs relaxation and a chance to devel
op physical skills and varied interests during the few short hours between
the close of school and bedtime.
Hicks and Jameson, authors of The Elementary School Principal At

9 Ruth Korey, "How About Homework," Instructor Magazine* 60:1*
3
February, 1951.
~—
10 Ibid*»

P- 2.

Ibid., p. i|#

8
Work, pointed outs

12

Several research studies have shown that little is

gained by having elementary pupils do homework! these studies also show
that children "may even lose" if lessons are sent home to be clone.
Hicks and Jameson think these students "may even lose" j because
some parents do not have the understanding to help their children, with
the result that an exasperated and sometimes tired or impatient parent
does more harm than good for the child. Situations Ufa*" these are not
good for the children! therefore, they do not favor homework assignments
for elementary school children, except in unusual situations, such as
illness which may have caused long absence from school. In some cases
homework should ret

be refused in a few cases where parents have insist

ed upon it.

12
n_ji , ,
Y* Hicks ^ Marshall C. Jameson, The Elementary School
Principal at -ork (New Jersey# Prentice-Kail, Ire.^fffTTpTs!—

CHAPTER XX
HOMEWORK IN RELATION TO PUPIL GROWTH
A review of literature in the field of education would reveal that
roany differences of opinion exist in regard to the problem of assigning
homework to students. These differences could probably be classified
into two raajor areas closely aligned with the two general philosophies
which direct educational policy at the present tine. The traditional and
the laodemiotic.
In the traditional program, most emphasis appears to be placed up
on the acquisition of subject matters hare we might expect any procedures
to be utilised which might assist toward this end. The modernistic appear
to be most concerned with the development of the whole child and therefore
very interested in all factors and conditions which might affect or in
fluence the various areas of development* It is therefore possibly, true
that, in order to develop insight in regard to whether hoireworic should or
should not be given, some consideration should be given to the possible
impact such procedures would have on the total development of the child.
It is also reasonable to assume that, if ouch decisions are to be made
by teachers, it is necessary that they be adequately informed in regard
to influences which exist that tend to affect the child's total personality
development.
Advance study in understanding growth and development. The changes
which occur in children with increasing age have always fascinated parents,
teachers and scientists. An understanding of these changes and of the in
fluences that produce them has become an indispensable part of the prepa-

10
ration of all who work with children*
Growth is concerned with changes In size, comple>dty» and propor
tion, and with such qualitative ohm ges as those which occur in muscle,
boneJ hair and pigmentation. Observers of children are impressed bygrowth in the sense of increase, since changes in stature and weight are
s© obvious»

The term growth also includes internal changes In complexity,

such as cell division that makes the embryo more complex with increasing
its size and embraces the study of change in the sense of decrement*
The term growth is not confined to physical changes structures
and physiological functions* Tha term is also applied to the behavior
and achievement of children* Consideration of growth must also include
such mental changes as the ability to perform abstract intellectual
tasks and to acquire information and skills In school subjects©3"
The terms growth and development are often used interchangeably.
Development is given the narrower meaning of ohm @3 in complexity or un
folding designs while the term growth Is reserved for change in size*
Development has also been used to mean creating conditions for the facili
tation of growth or for bringing out the potentialities of the organism.
Maturity refers to a child1s total state of readiness for an ac
tivity under discussion* Some of the sequences that occur in growth are
rate and pattern. Rate refers to the amount of increment or increase in
a structure or function in terms of units of time, A pattern of growth
is toe relationship of various measured characteristics within an indi-

Millard C© Olson, Child Development (Boston! D© C. Beath and
CoEpany, 19k9)t> pp* >6©

n
vidual at a given point in time* or to a succession of changes with time#
To describe the individual differences that exist among children
axd. the chen gas that occur with ag© or with special stiiaulatirig condition
sola© general methods have been used#

Hmj are as followss

1. Observational methods
2#

Instrumental HwMMwmflnts

3#

Experimental methods

U*

Crosa-sectional and longitudinal methods*

Readiness of a child for responses to experiences changes as lie
matures* there is a rough parallelism between periods of growth and edu
cational provisions. In the early years the home had the major responsi
bility* and its role continued as other community institutions took over
specialised aspects of the child's experiences.
Educational programs show a gradual shifting in detailed operations
from a concern with total growth to a concern with the individuation of
specialised aspects of the vhole#
If children ware all alike* the setting up of formulas for wise
feeding and education would be simple* however* children are characterised
by a drsrmtic diversity#
Change is the first law of growth#
ized by botii regularity and rhythm#

Use growth process is character

la broad outline each individual passes

through the same successive stages in very much the same sense#
The nature of the learner's activities is the most important problem
in educational method#

To understand how human beings learn* as a conse

quence* is basic to the attainment of professional competence# Learning*,
deals with more than academic mastery in a narrow sense*

It is an integral
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part of nearly every aspect of the Individual's development# For example#
the ibrms of behavior which are characteristic of an Individual1 a person
ality are in large part learned# One's attitudes# appreciations# values#

interests, and dominant motives are likewise dependent upon experience
2
and learning.
Differences in learning ability. Heeds and opportunities for learn
ing depends on environmental demands. An important purpose of education
and of teaching is to provide both needs and opportunities for learning.
fjha

variety and specificity of human behavior are determined in very

large part by the demands which the onvironaent adces upon the individual.
Learning can not be successful or efficient without persistent
selective? and purposeful effort# Learning experiences are meaningful
when they are related to the individual*s interests# and when they are
involved in his living# then they not only contribute to his purposes at
the time but enable him to make more intelligent adjustments in the
future# when they involve discovery and problem solving rather than formal
drill or mere memorisation*
Within the same school grade# various children possess vastly dif
ferent abilities and backgrounds. The teacher must know what constitutes
typical mental ability at each grade and age level and must be aware of
what variations to expect. This knowledge is a critical element in the
teacher's professional equipment. Toe teacher must know what tasks each
child can master. It is more important to fit day-to-day learning ©x-

Arthur I# Gates# et aL.# hdueational Psychology (Hew Yorks
Ihe Macndllan Company# 1$0T# p. 2®i#
2
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periences to the individual child® s level of mental development Mian it

is to see that his dads and chair are appropriate to his physical sine.
Variations in ability to learn are a primary cause of most of the

instructional problems, sad if it were not for differences in learning
ability* skills and background knowledge* the task of the teacher would
be comparatively easy*
Simply knowing that wide variations in level of mental development
exist at every grade level Is not enough® Specific information is needed
about these variations* and specific reference points, in order to judge
what each child can be expected to accomplish. Smith states some questions
that will guide one in study of the variations in learning ability, they
are i ^
1. " hat measurable traits are the best indicators of
general learning ability?
2. What variations in these traits do children of the
same chronological age show? How much overlap is
there in learning ability among different
chronological age groups?
3®

How is ago related to variations in learning
ability? Is there a greater dif lerence between
bright and dull twelve year old children than
between bright and dull six year old children?
If so, how much difference?

lie

Do bright and dull children of the same mental
age show differences other than differences in
learning ability that require classroom adjust
ments?

$* What can children with various I* Q.'s be expected
to accomplish? What final educational vocational
levels can they acquire?
6®

How can we use the results of intelligence tests

3 Henry P® Smith, Psychology In Teaching (Hew Jersey: PrenticeHall, 195k)» pp® 270-71.

Hi
to predict learning ability? How much faith can
we have in various types of intelligence tests?
7. What special abilities and aptitudes should be
considered as we work with children? To what
extent are special abilities, such as artistic
and mechanical ability, independent of general
mental development?
8. What general educational plans are used to adjust
instructional goals and materials to differences
in learning ability? What elements in these plans
can be used in the classroom?
In order to answer these questions, one needs to assemble specific
information from many different sources# Mental age is not a perfect indi®
cator of learning ability, nor is I. Q. a perfect indicator of rate of growth
in learning ability, still they are the best indicators that can be used.
The process of developing and standardizing intelligence tests,
especially the two best known individual intelligence tests, have given
us a great deal of information concerning just what specific I. ".'s and
M. A.1 s mean. In addition, these sane data tell us a great deal about
differences in vocabulary, memory span, and other determinants of ability
to learn that occur among groups of children of the same chronological ago.
The reason for studying these data and opinion is to establish reference
points that will help us to understand the children being taught, and to
establish goals to guide teachers in selecting materials, methods and in
appraising the results of instruction.
For fifty years or more, makers of intelligence teats have been
trying to identify measurable traits that will serve as accurate pre
dictors of learning ability. They have discovered that certain traits are
excellent indicators and that others are worthless. They know that sis®
and strength, facial expression and height of the forehead, reaction time

as
and sensory discrimination, and artistic and aachanical talents are useless
as indicators of learning ability. But they nave found that nanny* number
sense f) actual school achievement, ability to follow directions, ability to
handle abstract coasepts and to rec05d.se similarities and differences, and
general ability to reason are extremely valuable indicators of learning
ability#

it® modern intelligence test is made up of problems -teat measure

the degree to which an individual possesses these traits.
Socio-economic status and loarnin; . Socio-economic status or occu
pation causes many differences in attitude in relation to the social and
financial standing of the family in the community. ^ In the loner socio
economic groupss for example, parents and their children appear to be much
closer agreement in their attitudes toward such things as church, war and
communism, than they are in the higher socio-economic group® One reason
my be that the children in the higher socio-economic groups read more
widely, travel more, and enjoy richer ecmnsuniiy experiences.
There is considerable evidence thai general attitudes toward social
and political issues are related to occupational levels. According to
studies, members of the upper occupational groups, with few exceptions are
conservative, whereas in the lower occupational group about one-fourth can
be classed a® conservative, one-third as indeterminate or borderline, and
somewhat more than one-third as radical.
Although the studies were concerned only with attitudes toward cer
tain ideas of behavior and toward social political issues, they indicate
some relationships between attitudes and socio-economic status or occupation.
^ Ibid., p. 132»
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Among other things, they appear to indicate that children from the lower
socio-econoiaic level homes have special pressures# We know that standards
of behavior are likely to vary with the pressures under which an individual
lives#

It appears likely that these pressures would be greatest in a tradi

tional autocratic school and least in a progressive, deiaocratical conducted
classroom#
Differences due to educational background#
ground of the child is very in^jortant#

The educational back

Bom children that com from hoaa3

where the educational background of the parent is very low3 some achieve
rapidly and some do not, it depends largely on their environment#

There

is considerable evidence that this work both vaysf some children are frcm
homes where the educational background is high and some instances they
achieve and some they do not# One reason they may achieve more maybe
that the children from homes where the educational background of the
is higher they are exposed to more things, parents show more interest in
the child, they read more widely, travel more and enjoy richer community
experiences#
Smith, gave for an example a study of the attitude of parents to
ward how much freedom children should have indicates that more hi^ily edu
cated parents tend to be somewhat more consistent in their decisions and
more syngsathetic to the problems of children! and persons who have not had
experience in dealing with children reconrtend condidorama sterror treehxr t
than do educated parents# $
It does appear that level of education and the environment is closely

^ Sid»s P* 3-31#
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related to attitudes toward sexual behavior of the child#
Ise-hhndn of detorraininE irjdividual diffex'onees# In general, intel
ligence tests use om or both of two methods of determining individual
difference and the learning ability of the child t

(1) They make a direct

test of a child* s senary* reasoning ability* and ability to handle abstrac
tions by presenting him with problems and Materials that are new to hirw
(2) They snake indirect estimates of his ability to learn by determining
What he has already learned both in and out of school# The direct approach
/

measures the child's memory for a group of numbers, a sentence, or a single
design# The indirect approach uses problems that are designed to find out
bow much the child has learned from the experiences that are a part of the
environment of nearly all children.
It has beer? found that some children lack the ability to progress
at the rate wo expect of children of their age# However, there are ways
in which the skillful teacher can adjust for individual differences in
ability and at the same tin® keep the class together within the broad
limits of the course# For example, as soon as the teacher has become ac
quainted with the ability of each class member through personal conferences,
test data, and a study of the child's past record the assignment can be ad
justed to fit the child*3 needs#
The differential assignment gives the pupil of low ability a chance
to make a real contribution to the class attack on a general problem#
Best results are achieved from the differential assignments by en
couraging each child to volunteer for the projects that are of special in
terest to him#

18
Administering group intelligence test, educational achievement tests,
and many diagnostic test opens up vast stores of reliable information about
the individual child. Cumulative records include records of conferences.,
ftcrdawic records, educational test, health records, and anecdotal reports
made by teachers, ^ Another source of information on the child's interests,
problems, and experiences lies in careful observation of how the child eon-

ducts himself la a variety of situations. Observational techniques have
amy advantages,

'diey can be adapted for tb© use with children of all ages

and they require no equipment.
Providing for individual differences. There is probable no school
in the country that falls to make aome provision for individual differences*
In planning th© curriculum, included are certain experiences that need no
justification other than the joy and elation they provide children,
'tveiy school and every teacher make seme adjustment in the levels
of performance expected of the child with an I, Q, of 70 and the child with
an I* 0* of 130, During the last decade or two, the tendency has been to
ward nieking more provisions for individual differences in the classroom,
IndlvMualiaed instruction* Certain educational plans for adjusting
instruction to th© abilities of the individual child are so well known that

they have been given special nasaes* Smith points these plans out as follows*7
(1) The Dalton ELanj (2) The Winnetka Plan and (3) "Ability grouping," can®
into use soon after intelligence tests began to be accepted as educational

° Sid,s pp. 2h?*U8.
" ££d.» PP. 105-18.
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instruments® At firsts groups were foxmed on the basis of mental maturity!
however* numerous problems arose* since a group of children may be homogeneous on any one trait but may vary widely on others® When children were
grouped on the basis of mental age* it was found they slewed wide variations
in chronological age* social and emotional maturity* and special abilities®
Currfculum adjustment® In making curriculum adjustments teachers
are professionally prepared to assist in selecting activities that offer
motivation and source content for meaningful and desirable learning for
the children.
Ibo many source activities are pre-planned and ready-made for
children* rather than selected and executed with them® The psychological
load of the teacher, in many classrooms* is so heavy that little time is
taken to encourage 2nd guide children in selecting contributing activities
that serve sore effectively the curriculum needs and interests of children.

8

Learning can occur only in situations in which there is interacting®
Curriculum source activities are those which the children use in developing
their own curricula® AH source activities are not equal in educational
value® Children need to interact with carefully selected source situations
if they are to experience desirable development in motor learning* ideational
learning and emotional maturing® Curriculum-building activities cannot be
prescribed in advance® They should be selected cooperatively by the teach
er and children after an appraisal of their relatedness and probable value
to the purposes of individuals* and also to those of the group® Teachers

Harold Shane and K® T® Swain, "valuation and The Elementary School
Curriculum (Hew York: Henry Holt and Company,
p®" 139.
0
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through cooperative study should decide upon the coarxm experiences in
which th© school desires that children participate in order to loam with
meaning and functional value.

9

Definite isprovemsnt in curriculum development will result in schools
where greater emphasis is placed on the quality of teaching and learning than
on the quantity of work done.
Instructional methods used in many elementary schools are based on

the idea that the primary duty of teachers is to teach subjects to children.
This point of view causes teachers to cver-emphasise external assignments*
abstract drill* meiaoriaing* and extrinsic motivation such as marks* rewards*
examinations* and punishment.
A well-planned school program supplements direct experiences by mak

ing available to children a variety of curriculum source materials such as
textbooks* library books* pamphlets* films* and recording. A classroom en
vironment that is restricted largely to textbooks denies children the means
to expand and to enrich the subject matter of their curriculum.

10

Grouping. In more recent applications of ability grouping* only
temporary groups are set up. Each group is composed of children whose in
terests are similar enough for them to cooperate successfully on a given
project. Even in a widely heterogeneous group* a skillful teacher can
provide individualised assignment and instruction.
The success of say plan designed to accomodate individual differenses

^ Ibid.* p. 139.
10

33>id.* P* 3-142.
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depends more on the skill of the teacher and on the cooperation axaong

teachers than it does on the specific detail of tea plan# host of the
plana contain elements that can be used by the alert teachers#

The modern school is in part* a child-centered school whose goal
is to help ©very child achieve Baudanm growth# Since each child has many

present and future needs* including* but going far beyond* cultural knowledge
one must know a great deal about him as an individual if he is to be given

maximum help in his preparation for later life# tee teacher should know
how he resembles and how he differs from other children In his group* must
work with tea child where he is in the process of development and must work

with what the child has in abilities.
Advantages and disadvantages of lionouork. It would bo very unwise to

say that there should be no homework# There are situations in which the
bora© is the mst important source of information#

There

arc learning

situations which can be net only in the claasrooia# Abstract lessons* which
have been formally organised with tlB major objective of introducing anrf
developing new abilities and new skills* should be studied under the direc
tion of tli© teacher# Parents often do not understand the techniques used
by teacliers and in an attempt to help the child, perform tee task for him#
Individual projects and some group projects forshich information may be
obtained In tee home or in the community may be done outside of tee class
room# tee following questions should be considered first in connection
with or before assigning homework:
1#

la the home environment conducive to study?

2#

Are parents favorable inclined to homework?

3»

Is the child learning to do things alone?
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Can the child do the work Independently^
5. Will good work habits be developed?
Physical conditions are not as significant as pupil purpose in ef
fective studys distracting elements are not conducive to satisfactory pupil
study. In many homes the competition provided by the radio, television,
conversation of members of the family, movies and games are detrimental
to the formation of proper study habits.
Some of the assignments given by teachers have contributed to dif
ficulty of pupils in doing effective homework. Too frequently the assign
ment has "been too indefinite to present a clear challenge to children in
their study. Equally serious has been the poor Judgement exercised in
regard to the amount of time required of the children to prepare each
assignment.
Advantages. Ixi regard to the advantages of hozaestudy a summery of
31
soma reports are as followsi
1. Keeps the parents in touch with the school program.
2. Develops a feeling of responsibility in the child.
3. Provides constructive employment for time which
otherwise might be idly squandered or uselessly
employed.
h. Makes school work part of out-of-school situations.
Time and again, pressed for an answer on the parent8 s role in the
IP
activity of homework, educators have said,
"Provide a suitable place

IJarie A. Mehl, et al.3 Teaching In
(New Yorkj The Ronald
WOJi 1

School

Dorothy Barclay, "Putting Tim Hmm In Homework," Hew York Tiiasa
Magazine, March 22, 1353, p. 57*
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for study and a quiet suitable period. See that the youngster has adequate*
light and necessary Materials, ffcen — hands offi"
Disadvantages. Ore of the most difficult problems for maay teachers
and students is the routine of homework.

13

Selecting tha assignment pre*

saits no difficulties* but the mechanics of homework are troublesome for
all concerned. Die advantages of hcmestudy aret ^
!• Honework is frequently distributed unevenly with
three or four hours on® night and almost none <m
others.
2. It freqiiently takes time from sleeping hours.
3. After a seven hour day in school it is too much
to aspect three or four hours of bomestwfy.

IT. HQBISS seldom provide suitable conditions or
have adequate facilities.

$m

Disagreeable tasks are often assigned for homework* instead of interesting creative experiments.

6. Parents are seldom trained to supervise home
work.
?• Little time is left for play* cultural pursuits*
and contacts with other members of the family*
Some writers point out tor example "copying" in homework. As
pupils go through the grades* they tend more to permit their homework
to bo copied. The growing "group feeling" of youngsters entering their
middle teens seem reflected in the reasons given for "sharing" by those
who did it. Some said they allowed copying for reasons of loyality. They

.. .
BwMno. "A Sijjplifind Horaarark Routine, aOsnco Shaet.
march* 195o* p. 300.
"""
^ ehl, ©t al., og® cit.* p. li>3.
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did not want to see their classmates get a low mark fbr being unprepared*
Saras found excuses for the child who does the copying — he may have
"forgotten" the assignment, stay not have known how to do the work.
let their worfc be copied in hopes that the favor will be returned

Others
to

thes ssiae day by their friends.
The amount and effectiveness of homework depends on the coopera
tion of the home® Children who do well in school my need only the
support of their parent's interest.

CHAPTER III
HOMEWORK AS PART OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
It is no doubt obvious, that differences of opinion exist in regard
to the problem of whether homework should be used as a part of the elemen
tary school program* It is also possible that a relationship exists in
regard to the assignment of homework and the question of individual dif
ferences. In order to determine whether homework should be resorted to
at this level, it appears reasonable to assume that some concern should
be shown for the types of skills which should be developed, with soma
attention being given to procedures involved in the development of these
skills.
Methods and techniques used in elementary grades. Teaching proce
dure in the elementary school consists of three rather distinct divisions
1
or steps. These parts of the teaching process are what are comsaonly called
the assignment, the working period, and the recitation. The teacher is err
gaged in initiating units of work, directing the work, and directing the
discussion of the results. Each of these three steps of the process of
teaching contributes to and fuses with the other two steps. let each one
may well be considered as a definite part of the whole process.
Language Arts. Language arts, as an area of the curriculum, is
concerned with the communication of ideas. It takes into account the

1 W . A.

(Rew Yorks

Saucier, Theory and Practice in The Elementary School
The Macradllan Company, 19L1), p.~T£9T"
•I'ho ¥u K, Banks Library
Prairie ViQr A. & 1L Cor;

Prairi; v-i

m._
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activities through which children grow in developing language power. It
embraces such topics as speech, reading, literature, dramatic, composition,
penmanship, spelling, grammar, library usage* && «°rk stucfy skills.
Too often, we have boon concerned only with the skilxs in language
arts. Skills in the language arts are important to ths extent that th©y
mairei a child better able to coranamieata with his fellow beings.
Children need school experiences that will help them solve their
Individual problems. A creative activity :1s always an ©motional outlet.
Children need experiences that will help them understand themselves. They
'%

need to be active members of a learning group.
Writing letters is another creative experience; children get safcisfaction from the expression of ideas in appropriate language, such as one
gets in writing a story or a play. The friendly letter by its very nature
is an intimate, personal coasnunication and loses some of its reality when
submitted to class for treatment. Children should be given some school
training in friendly letter writing. There are many school situations in
which the writing of social letters Is meaningful and purposeful. The following are issuetrative and suggestivei

2

1. Writing to a sick classmate temporarily absent
from school.
2. Writing to a former or to a mar relative.
3. Congratulating a friend on a noteworthy achievement.
U. Inviting a fireman or policeman to visit the class
and explain his duties.
5. Asking permission to visit a post office or dairy.

2 WHlard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching The
language Arts (hew Yorkf McGraw-Hill Company, 19^1), p."T^5V'"r~

2?
6. Sending to railroad or chambers of commerce
for illustrative material.
7. Corresponding with a child in another
country through the Junior Red Cross.
8. Corresponding with a child in another area
of the United States.
9m

Writing 'to Santa Clauo.

10. Inviting a friend to a party and inviting
parentsto attend a class or school program.
21. Thanking school officials for materials.
12. Inquiring about the duties of public office
holders.
The situation should be a real one in which the child has a
natural reason forfaiting -to a particular person fbr a particular pur

pose.
Invitations, acceptances, and thsnk-you notes represent special
forms of ©spitolaiy cosnunication in which children receive training in
social amenities and rocoRising occasions that require them to instruc
tion in the use of certain language forms. Sprae of the activities may be
either oral or written! and certain characteristics, such as courtesy and
appropriate language, are cossaon to all.
Drarsatisstion activities take several format

dramatic play, pan3
tordre, informal and formal dramatisations, marionettes, and plays.
Dramatic play is an activity in which children spontaneously engage, sti
mulated by vivid experiences In the home and community. For example, a
child may be asked, assigned or volunteer to write a composition, then the
child may be asked to write it in dramatic form where each character will

3 Ibid., p. 169
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dramatize incidents from the story or composition. Through these activities
th© child identifies himself with other people, interprets their actions
and possibly unconsciously prepares himself for the fundamental activities
of later life. Through dramatic play th® children gain richer understand
ing, experience in social behavior and leadership, stimulation for the
imagination, and training in language.
Children may write and us® their creative poems, poetry and prose
for choral reading for special occasions and on special days and special
programs.
Language arts as a tool for living enables the child to reach out
beyond his environment and encompasses the experiences of others, many of
which are beyond the narrow boundaries which he knows. Creativity in
the language arts will grow with experience. ^
Homework assignment may be stimulating and provided for in many
ways. For examples Stories from children's literature may be read, told
or dramatised. Children may create plays from their own stories or from
trips or excursions. Other examples of homework in language arts may be
publishing a newspaper with each interested student bringing to class
articles as poems, songs, stories and other related experiences to be
included in the paper| making telephone directories of classmates, shopp
ing lists, family autobiography, diaries, invitations, memo, travelogues
and many other things amy be done by the children.
Social Studies. Social education is concerned with man and his re-

Mwy E. Cober, "Creatlveness in the Language Arts," Elementary
School Journal, October, 1952, pp. 96-99.
e
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lationsblps with other ran*

p

The content of the social studies is de

signed to improve the quality of human living in family, school, eornmmity#

nation and the world#
Social education is concerned not only of the school but also of
the entire community* parents, ministers, newspapers, radio, television,
and ramrles#

Tho ir^portance of the total environment can not be overlooked

by the school#
Educational trips, field trips, or excursions which pupils and
teachers take to vitalise classroom studies, and have access to learning
materials which cannot be brought into the classroom, at least not with
convenience, also furnish opportunities for homework# A trip nay be an
informal walking trip within the immediate neighborhood of the school or
it may be a bus trip#

6

Sometimes there my bo resourceful children in the class#
ample*

For ex

on® may have a student in his class who has traveled from on® city

to another, state or country and he would like to share with hie classmates
how people live in different places as compared with the immediate environ
ment. Another example* if a unit about Indians is being taught the children
might bring materials to class with which to demonstrate how Indians live*
build houses, use of tools, weapons and many other materials that are used
in everyday living#
Special interest clubs have found a generally accepted place in the
elementary school#

In schools having clubs, the number of different dubs

ranged from one to twenty-six#

The commonest types of clubs are music, art,

-* Huby H# Warner, The Child and His Sleoontary School World (New
Jersey* Prentice-Hall, IneT, 1957), pp«T!E26-2d#
6 Henry J# Otto, Social Education in Elementary Schools (Hew York*
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1956), p# 123#
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civics, dramatic, service, aviation, earners, science and reading®
Thare ar© a total oftaearly two-hundred different holidays and
days for special celebrations, these holidays and days may be listed
by the children, pointed out and distinguished from other days on the
calendar®

This type of assignment will be meaningful to a group of

students as a project homework assignment.

Included in this project

one of the students my give a brief talk or a written report on why
the holiday or special day is to be celebrated®
Th® name "social studies" and the spirit of its curriculum ar®
relatively new®

The new social studies curriculum is more than seg

ments drawn from the social sciences®
economics, and sociology®

history, geography, civics,

It is a nw emphasis on human relations de

signed to meet the problem and complexities of our present culture.
Si grades one and two the children may study things near at hsuidt
home, school,community, and the farm® Pach chlldraay be able to bring or
draw pictures of farm animals and bring to class other information related
7
to the units by using catalogues, books, magaslnes, maps, and charts.
Arithmetic® Arithmetic when taught properly becomes meaningful
8
and interesting to all who encounters it®
If arithmetic is taught
functionally and closely related to life, there is no reason why every
student can not make a good start in understanding, liking it, and ap
plying it in hie own living®

7

Ibid®, p. 130®

^ Richard Marlani, "H&thsmatics In a Living Laboratory," Grade
Teacher, May, 1959, p® 9lt®
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Elementary boys and girls need rich, concrete experiences in order
to understand and master the concepts in arithmetic.
Plans for school gardens, parties, decorating booths for carnivals,
dool houses, self service toy shop, and play markets mag- be done in the
arithraatic class, or outside the classroom. These are first stops in
motivation to create a need for that which is to be learned# ^ This can
be done through letting the subject matter grew out an activity. The
actual life situation, provides a strong desireto learn#

The teacher

uses the situation that is real outside of school, imitating it as close
ly as possible In the phases of arithmetic involved# Life activities as
the grocery store, the bakery, or the cafeteria provide interest and
create a need for many facts and process steps. It is better if an acti
vity unit can be transformed in a functional problem unit,
Example# in planning ibr a school garden is an actual—experience
unit which provides many objectives and concrete arithmetic. The children

should discuss sending for a seed catalogue. One of tlia most mature children
may be helped by the teacher to send & post card, requesting that a cata

logue be sent to him at horn, whan he brings this to school to share with
the group, they should decide what seeds to buy#

A record should be kept

of when the different kinds of seeds are planted, when the plants first
appear, and when the vegetables are to be picked. In this unit, size,
shape, sp9.ce, mid time relationships may be developed and further extended.
Science. The science program should be a "doing program," It

Mil co^,MisSr^'.Ir2322 — —

<*-» *>*. »»r—
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should make use of the scientific methods: explore, investigate, and
find out.
The science program should help each child to (1) develop criti
cal—mindedness and open-raindsdness} (2) develop responsibility) and (3)
develop resoureefulness •
Homework assignments are unlimited in science. The child is
concerned with the things lie can feel, see, and hear.

He should learn

about the earth, living things, weather, water and seasonal changes.
Homework should be assigned to the child wherever his interest may lie,
he may bring plants, animals and other objects to class, he may be able
to find the information needed, evaluate the information and draw con
clusions and recognize unsolved problems. ^
Voluntary assignments should be encouraged and projects may be
assigned to different students. Exhibits may be displayed including
the objects which the children have brought to school.
The science table or corner in the classroom will have on it
for display all the things the children brought to school that they want
to know about, things they find in the woods, on the way to school, and
over the week-end.
The science bulletin board when active and functional is another
way to promote good science learning. The bulletin boards may be plann
ed around a central then®, such as solving a certain problem or telling
a complete story. Children may be asked to volunteer to bring real things
and pictures to be used on the bulletin board. For examples! birds* nests,

(Now York!

Herbert J. Klausmeier, et al., Teaching In The Elementary School
Harper and Brothers,
p. 38h.
"
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samples of materials attracted by magnet, and plant specimens in test
tabes. Another example of homework my be a seed, rock, plant, insect
aid flower collection made by a child. There are many types of collec
tions that can be made and children collect almost anything that might be
personal or of group interest. The problems of organising, arranginr,
housing and making records of collections vary with the different kinds
of collection. Books may be used to identify collected specimens cor
rectly.
'aaacher Planning and homework. The kind of homework assigned is
fbUy as important as the amount of time spent on it. The values to be
achieved through homework determine both the kind and amount. The stu
dent,'s feelings of strain and annoyance maly result from the

of home

work they are given even more than from tee amount of time it takes. An
assjgaaent that call for initiative, imagination, and individual effort
gives no opportunity to copy and Challenges tee students to work effec
tively. Classroom teachers should guard against giving assignments that
result in lowenergy output, and general dissatisfaction with the school.
Assignments should be planned so that they require a variety of
study methods, that help to build a repertory of study skills. Students
should also learn to integrate different kinds of study experiences and
to develop increasingly the ability to determine the specific approach
that is appropriate to a given task.
Some of the detrimental results of homework are caused by faults
in wachors failing to plan the homework thatis to be assigned.
Teachers may sometime fail to collaborate in giving assignment,

Ik
demand excessive amounts of time, set unsuitable tasks, or p-H«> on
homework la a mistaken atte:upt to help students succeed in a school
program too difficult for then.
Homework also, has been assigned as punishment for individual and
group misbehavior. The careful planning by the teacher and pupil in as
signing homework and considering individual differences of students will
in mary instances help make homework successful,
HSS 2l

3tudy

schedules. Between 1910 and 1938, various plans of

supervised study wore proposed. After 1938, supervised study was less
often set apart from teaching! the two were fused into one process, with
more student responsibility for planning.
Classroom teachers recognise tie value of supervised study but
do not know how to conduct supervised study periods! their supervision
consists merely of keeping order. They do not give sufficient help to
students who persist too long in their initial trial-and-error ways,
This condition is partly due to failure to analyse study methods and
to determine those which are best for students of different mental aMi
ll
ities.
In the large elementary school there may be a study hall for each
subject with a well-equipped library and a teacher in charge who has spe
cialised in that field,
The study hall is most effective when the physical conditions of
seating, lighting, and ventilation are good! when there is freedom from
noise and distractions! when students have access to the reference books
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thoy need in the subjects In which they are studying; when the snrollLmsrrb
ia not wore than fifty students; when the teacher is prepared for and
makes preparation for this assignment, which is a substitute for a class,
not an extra duty; and when students develop their own goal or purposes.
Study schedules in supervised classrooms are usually successful.
Investigations have suggested that study schedules be an intrinsic part
of a unit of work extending over several days or weeks and include plan
ning ways of studying it and preparing, giving oral and written reports
individually or in groups.
Too use of study schedules in each subject, used flexibly and
Skillfully, give students specific instruction and practice in how to
study. Assignments become nor© creative and aphasia© problem solving
research, when the classroom, library and laboratory become the cost
effective places for study,

Providing for creative expression. Gone schools have abolished
hMewor* as a result of partially controlled expert™ts and inforeal
appraisals of the effects of changes and providing for creative expreoaion. SOOT evidence pointa toward the fact that no homewotfc should be
assigned and that weekend, evenings and in the middle of the week should
bo left free for creative expression, giving pupils opportunity to devel
op appreciation and skill in art, music and to participate more fully in
social life of the family and coreunity. The trend, theoretioally at
lreet, is toward homorerk that is to be optional, creative and recreational.
Oreativonees ia an important factor, if the child must egress Ma
own rental or emotional reactions, ret si^ly report the ttoughte and
feelings of others.

concept of creatlvenese requires sore
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Very fey thoughts are original in the sense that they are ex
pressed for the first time# creativeness consists to some extent in the
selection, appropriation# and adaptation of the thoughts and feelings
cf others. It most be recognized that creativeness of expression is a
desired quality of nearly all wort and that some authors and teachers
regard originality as the quality that identifies creativeness. T©
these people# creativeness is a quality of all expression} it does not
serve to identify a particular group of activities.
Creative e:<pression is the translation of experience into words®
Can children b© creative? Is creative expression on such a hi$i plan
that only the exceptional# gifted child can reach it? Brown and Butterfield made a good case for placing opportunities fbr creative expression
within iiie reach of every child and for beginning creative work at an
early age* 12
Within recent years# educators andthe public in
general have realized that even young children
say have within themselves the power of unusual
and beautiful expression. If allowed freedom and
given encouragement# they may express themselves
spontaneously in original aid effective words
and figures of speech. In their stories and verse
there are freshness and vividness. Children sea
with interested eyes and put their naive im
pressions into words which are refreshingly un
usual. Ihey are not echoing traditional ways of
saying thing. Often children's insight into the
very nature of things is surprising.
If children are to be creative at all in the early years# it
must be oral language} individual creativeness in written work must
await the mastery of the mechanics of written expression. Of the era!
language activities# storytelling# offers the best opportunities for

12

Tidyman and Butterfield# op. clt®, p. 191.
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creativeness.
In providing for creative expression the shy child deserves
special consideration. He should rot be forced. Perhaps the teacher
can give him special help outside the class, so that his first efforts
will be reasonably successful. Patience is required, approval should
be generous. For example*

the first attempt of written poetry by a

veiy slow ndne-ysar-old child was corpltmerted, but members of th® group
tried to help by pointing out that although it was a good story, it
might have been made longer.
An infernal atmosphere Is favorable to creative effort. Creative-1
ness can be encouraged by suggesting to the children that they may tell
about tilings that really happened to them and by helping them pick out
their experience incidents worth telling about.
Personal opinions of in-service teachers. A survey was made of
ninety-five in-service teachers from all sections of Texas, attending
Prairie View A & M College for the sumer of 19$9»

Hies® teachers

were given Personal Opinion Forms about Homework Assignment. After th®
forms had been given out completed and returned th© information was
tabulated and some of the information has been put in table forms.
The purpose of this survey was to find out how many teachers ap
proved or disapproved of homework assignments! if so, in what grade,
subject, and with a sample of a homework assignment! in the samplings
the majority of the in-service teachers listed traditional assignments,
instead of modern assignmentsj it was also found that the majority of
teachers listed assigned homework assignments instead of voluntary
assignments.
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TABLE I
RF5SPOS88S OF TEACHERS BY REGIONS WHO APPROVED AND
DISAPPROVED OP HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS

REGIONS OF TEXAS

NUMBER OP TEACHERS
APPROVED
DISAPPROVED

East

28

13

West

7

h

North

5

9

South.

13

8

TOTAL

53

31*

Hie tern regions of Texas has to do with sections of the state
from which tl® present susaaer school in-service teachers enrolled are
now teaching*
Prairie

View

A & M College being the oldest of the two state

supported institutions for negroesj and located in southeastern T@xo.Sg
would naturally be expected to gain its largest enrollment from the
©astern and southern parts of the state*
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Of the ninety-five forms that were given out and returned thirtyfour teachers disapproved of homework assignments* and gave these various
reasons for their disapprovals
1. Tine is provided for study at school.
2.

The child is misinformed by the parent on
the subject matter* and often taught in
correct methods at home.

3.

Hie work is not always done by the student.
Older brothers and sisters in the home will
do the work.

I;. Children do not have a proper place to weak:
out homework aesifpaEjants.
Tire horns environment is not conducive for
working out homework assignments.
6. Parents are not familiar with the teaching
techniques.
7. Children are interrupted many times to run
errora.
8. Children should have free time with toe

rest

of the family.
9. Children forget about their homework assign
ments.
10. Children let their homework assignments be
copied by their friends.
All of the reasons given by the in-service teachers for dis
approval of homework assignments were similar to those Mehl listed
as disadvantages of homework assignments.

i*0

TABLE II
SOI® OF EE SUBJECTS THAT THE LARGEST AH)UNT OF HOKEWOHS
ASSIGNMENTS WERE GIVEN AND TYPE OF EACH ASSIGNMENT
LISTED BY TEACHERS

SUBJECT

NUMBER GIVING SUBJECT
AND SAMPLE

TRADITIONAL
TYPE

MODERN
TYIE

10

h

6

2k

1h

10

Arithmetic

9

8

1

Science

2

0

2

Social Studies
Language Arts

-

Fifty-three teachers approved of homework in grades from one
through twelve. Some gave traditional assignments of homework and

while others gave modern homework assignments. Nearly all of them
gave assigned homework instead of voluntary homework.
Listed below are samplings of homework assignments!
Arithmetic* traditional assignment in drill work* easmplea

h

*1
2•X ®

3

6

*1

+5

h•U *

6

*1

3 + 2°

6*5®

23
-lb

59

•26

82
'hi

102
- 76

7

9

it

8

x2

x3

xL

2$

212

10b

39

62

x 18

x 10

x7

x9

krr~

6)~sr

3) s>

srr~

23)732-

13)~V5r~

18) W"

12)"7T

Reading, traditional assignment examples Read the story
•White Satin," and be able to tell why "White Satin" becaraa a
friend to the blue car.
Social Studies, Traditional assignment example! Read
pages 384"b8.
Language arts, modem assignment, oxanplas Practice
dramatising your assigned part in our story, "The Three
Bears."

1*2
Science., modern assignment example*

Find as many dif

ferent kinds of rocks as you can and be able to tell
the mm of each rock or classify each type of rook,
using the rock chart*
Other types of modern assignments were cutting clippings from
newspapers and magasinesj writing real letters, and research work*
Sight forms were disregarded because they were incomplete*
Most of the homework assignments were given in language arts and
arithmetic, in the primary grades and the majority of the assign
ments were of a traditional nature* The largest frequency of teachers
approving and disapproving war® located in the eastern section of Texas,
this however, may b© due to the fact that there were roar© teachers at
tending Prairie View this summer froia the eastern part of the state*
None of the teachers pointed out voluntary assignments as Lipsy
and Korey had pointed out as the best kind of homework assignment for
children*
Home-school cooperation*

Ihe child belongs to the family, then

the school, and finally ihe community. He is accepted in all of these
groups because of who he isj that is, an individual who belongs. Whan
fie has been mad© to feel that he is essential in each, he

a feel

ing of confidence that he carries through life*
Cooperation of parents with hoaauork* Cooperation between parents
and teachers is essential to effective hoc^study. Paront groups often
discuss homework* One group systematically discussed three topics*

"The Worth of Homework," "The Homework Load," and "Homework and Home."
They then Iseld a 3°tnt conference with the classroom, teachers* The
parents1 role, they said, was to provide conditions conducive to
stuc^r and help the child work out a good study schedule, but not to
teach or do the homework*
Hie hone, school, and community must all cooperate in teaching
the cnild,

Hie school is set up by a democratic culture and reflects

its ideas| since it teaches the best values Of that culture, it raises
democracy to higher and higher levels.
Bier© are many ties between the school, home, and corn/amity that
are needed in order to pull together to build strong citizens in a com
munity*
The cooperation of parents with homework is very essential*

Hi©

help a pupil gets from his parents or older brothers and sisters is often
of doubtful educational value* Some parents mean well but confuse the
cliild by using methods different from, those used in school*

13

Some parents nag their children and put too much pressure on them*
At tines parents6 help practically consists of doing the child's homework
for him. Some interrupt a child's study by asking him to go on errors*
Homework that consists of practical projects to work on at home,
may have value in bringing parents and children closer together through
common interest*
•:®essivo tension and a sense of pressure are often associated
with homewoj*.
33

If a pupil is not able to resist the appeal of television,

Strang, og* cit., pp. 17-18*

hh
radio, movies and student activities, he may begin to think himself
as lacking in purpose and will power. Late hours spent in study and
failure to complete assignments may make a conscientious pupil depressed
and amicus} whenever parents do not cooperate with children their home
work is not meeting the basic needs.
If students are to study at home, conditions should be made as
favorable as possible. Physical condition, quiet and good lighting are
probably the most important} if a separate room is not available, a
study corner with an uncluttered deal-: arxi light should be provided.
Provision should be made for corimxnication and cooperation between parents
and teachers, for instruction in effective methods of reading,

and study,

for specific instruction and practice on a given assignment for perfora
tory homework*
Home and school visitations.

The horn and school visitations is

another tie between the hoxaa and school.

Hie teacher visits the home

and the parent visits the school.
Teachers and parents may gain a wealth of information about the
child that only a parent or teacher could give through home and school
visits. The child's physical and mental health, his adjustment to his
parents and siblings, his home responsibilities,

his interests, and

hobbies may be learned through the visitations.3^'
During school visits the mother will want to know whether the
is happy in school, how well he gets ©long with his classmates, whether he
is progressing according to his ability, and what she can do to help the

Warner, og. cit., p. 379.

m
child at ban© and at school*
School end bono visitations ax® cncourajad by the madam teacher,
because there is nor® likelihood of ccosistojt gtddaac® when tea isxas
knoc/s what tb© eeliool is doing®
Parettitetesphsr in-terrl&m* Educators favor the uea of parent*
teacher :brterv±owo as a saethod of reporting ©onnnijeatlnc* Conferences
bring together the persons who are mat- interested in working construe*
tlvaly for the child) namely, th® teacher end the parents*

15

UnHIse the

report card and the letter, interviews fmsvide a fee® to fee© oonramioa*
tian* ItteureTerstmdingo are 1®s© likely to occur because the look of the
Speaker* s fee© and the tone of the vote® help to interpret the words) any
doubt as to scaring ©an b© issaedlatcly cleared*
Th0 parent-teaohor conference haa three laportcnt features, Warmr
stotoe then as follows! ^ Flaming, conferring, and helping the
through antes! guidance*
BuHeUns infem parents of the pispaceo of tho oonforoac© nsth*
of or tetervtetre* Infortaatioii that is oflbrsd by tiie parent, zaay save
the teacher valuable time in beeoaing oriented to the child1©
Host interviews em fc© held at sehtel at least taim a year or ao
often as needed# If tin parents am not able to cone to the scl*x>l th®
teacher should visit than at from©*
Pbront-tcaclwsr interviews should be planned and properly conducted
by the teacher, The teacher ehot&d realise teat her responsibility !g to
*bid*, p. 3^9*
16 X1:dd»«

P* 390.

16
infom the parents abotit the child' 0 progress, and to inform them about
17
what both she and til© parents can do to help the child*
Conferences and parent-teacher interviews are very important and
enable the parent and teacher to guide the pupil in a happy and success

ful school life*

3-7 Klausaeier, et al*, 0£* cib*, pp« 387-88*

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
The problem of whether to assign homework to elementary school
children, has been the cause of some concern and quite some controversy*
The concern over the problem of homework follows what appears to be
philosophical lines* Since educational procedures could have some re"
lationship to the problem, it is probably wise to consider the impor
tance that each philosophy places on individual differences and the
affects that individual differences should have on the assignment of
homework*
The traditional philosophy is primarily concerned with subject
matter* It is considered acceptable to utilize any procedures which will
assist toward the acquisition of subject matter. Little concern is shown
for individual differences.
It is an established fact that children differ in every area of
development. These differences also influence learning in many differ
ent ways* Dif erences exist, in intelligence, or learning ability, socio
economic status, educational background, and many others* Methods which
may be utilized in determining individual differences include testa, both
achievement and intelligence, observation, and interviews.
Several methods have been devised in an effort to provide for the
individual differences which exist in children. These include Individ-

U8
ualized instruction# adjusting "toe curriculum so as to provide experiences
and opportunities within the abilities of the children involved# Another
method used to provide for individual differences is grouping.

3his usually

involves grouping the children into different groups# for instructional pur*"
poses# based upon intelligence# achievement test results# or other similar
bases.
Before homework is given# perhaps some thought should be given to
the question of whether the home is conducive for studyj the parents atti
tudes toward studyj the ability of the child to work independently and the
work habits to be developed.
Seme writers contend that homestudy has many advantages. Among
these they list*

(1) Homework keeps the parent in touch with the school

programs (2) Develops a feeling of responsibility in the child) (3) Pro
vides constructive employment for time iftlch otherwise might be idly squan
dered or uselessly employed) and (it) Makes school work part of out-of-school
situations.
The disadvantages which homestudy is supposed to have included*
(1) Homework is frequently distributed unevenly with three or four hours
one night and almost none on others) (2) It frequently takes time from
sleeping hours) (3) After a seven hour day in school it is too much to ex
pect three or four hours of homestudy) (it) Haass seldom provide suitable
conditions or have adequate facilities) (5) Parents are seldom trained
to supervise homestudy) and (6) More and more homework is copied.
The survey that was made of the teachers attending Prairie View
this summer# fifty—three teachers responded

wyesn

to homework assignments

h9
and thirty-four teachers responded "no" to homework assignments# eight
forme were disregarded.
The teachers that responded "yes" to homework assignments listed
modern and traditional assignments! more traditional assignment© wore
given in all grades of the elementary school with the largest amount
being given in the primary grades in language arte.
Thirty-four teachers responded "no" to homework assignments som®
gave logical reasons some of which were similar to those listed as dis
advantages of homework by Mehl,
CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the data as outlined in this paper# the follow
ing conclusions seen justifiablet
1, Homework has both advantages and disadvantages,
2, Homework is often assigned without proper concern
for ability of the child involved,
3, All children are not capable of doing the same
quality ot homework,
i*» All children da not have the facilities to do
required homework,
5, In many instances instructions given for home
work are not clearly outlined,
6, Homework may complicate instruction by broadening
the gap which exist in individual differences
found in the classroom,
7, Homework is often used as punishment,
8, Homework is often assigned without a specific
purpose in mind.

SO
9. Homework should provide for creativeness.
10. Homework should be planned.
11. A quiet and suitable place in the home is
necessary.
12. The time element should be considered before
giving homework.
13. Homework in the survey was given more frequently
in the primary grades.
lit.. The largest amount of homework assignments were
given in language arts*
15. The eastern section of Texas had the largest
number of teachers approving and disapproving
homework.
16. The sampling assignments of homework were more
of the traditional type rather than the modernistic*
HECOftMEMJATIONS
On the basis of conclusions, as outlined the following recommenda
tions are raadet
1* That homework should not be constantly required*
2. That some consideration be given to the facilities
available for each child required to do homework*
3* That the ability of a child to work independently be
considered before homework is assigned*

It* That care be exercised in order to prevent excessive
infringement on the child1 s play time and recreation
for the purpose of doing homework*
5>* That proper teacher planning be a requirement in the
assignment of homework*
6* The directions and/or instruction be definite end as
concise as possible*
7* That proper attention be given to the assistance re
quired and available In the home to assist with home
work.

51
Ge That all children be provided some opportunity to
contribute to problems which may be developed out
side of the classroom*
9. That homework should not be used as a punishment*
10* AH homework assigned should be assigned with a
definite purpose In mind*
11* That homework should provide for some creatlveness*
12. A specific amount of time should be allotted for
each assignment or project*
13* Voluntary homework should be encouraged by all
teachers*
lli. Homework assignment should be modernistic instead
of traditional*
15* Homework assignments should be carefully planned;
using traditional assignments only when seed for
drill is felt or some other individual reason*
16* Because of the rapid changes taking place in our
modem society; carefully planned modernistic
assignments should take precedence over the
traditional*
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APPEMDIX

WILD FLOWER CHART
Name of Flower
!•

HLncbonnet

2*

Indian paint brush

3»

Dogwood blossoms

U«

Dandelion

$• Buttercup

Comments*

Date Observed

__________

______

_____

Place Observed

PERSONAL INTERVIEW OF TEACHERS IN AN ELEMENTARY SCH30L
Bje teachers are referred to by a letter of the alphabet#
"IT5 Does not give homework, does not believe in it, and the school
system does not require them to give homework#
"V" Does not lite to send homework home# Soma times give assignments
in Social Studies, when parents ask them to give their children
homework#
Give reports and during the study period the teacher help students
with homework#
"X" Does not believe in homework. Children for [jet about it and rush
and try to get the assignments in the mornings before the bell rings#
"I" Does not believe in written homework for English or mathematics#
Believe in project assignment and sometimes have children bring
small, objects to school#
f,Zn

Think children should review themselves when they go home over
what they have had that day or the day before. Believe in pro
ject assignments in science.

TEACHER PERSONAL OPINION
ABOUT
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS
GRADE TAUGHT _ __________

LOCATION
(City or Town)

_

CHECK ONE
X. Do you approve of homework assignments?

(YES)

(HO)

2. If answer "i'es'J please give a sample of a homework assignment.

3* If answer uNo»" please state reason why you do not give hoisework assignments.

